Tower Mains Training
Spring 2020 Course Dates
For course bookings and enquiries please email training@towermains.com

Discovery
Our one-day Discovery courses aim to provide
introductions to the Good Practices (GxP see definitions
below). They are intended for participants who would
like to implement these guidelines into their
organisations or they wish to expand their knowledge.

Course Title

Summary

Course Information

INTRODUCTION TO GOOD This course provides an overview of how 27th April 2020
CLINICAL
to conduct commercial and non1 day
PRACTICE (GCP)
commercial clinical trials in compliance
£500
with GCP.
INTRODUCTION TO GOOD An overview of Good Manufacturing
MANUFACTURING
Practice requirements suitable for all
PRACTICE (GMP)
staff.

1st May 2020
1 day
£500

INTRODUCTION TO GOOD We discuss the special requirements that 22nd May 2020
CLINICAL LABORATORY
apply to the analysis of clinical samples. 1 day
PRACTICE (GCLP)
This is an introductory course for staff at £500
all levels involved in clinical laboratories.
INTRODUCTION TO GOOD What is GLP and when does it apply?
LABORATORY PRACTICE
This is an introductory course for staff at
(GLP)
all levels involved in laboratory work.

See next page for our Refresh and Update Courses
Prices exclude VAT and accommodation

29th May 2020
1 day
£500
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Refresh and Update
The Refresh and Update half-day modules are
designed to keep staff up-to-date with
developments in the regulations and meet
regulatory authorities latest requirements and
expectations.

Course Title

Summary

Course Information

GCP REFRESHER

Key aspects of Good Clinical Practice (GCP), main
content of the ICH-GCP and key principles,
highlight main changes from the previous version
to R2 and present how Regulations and ICH-GCP
are cross referenced.

28th April 2020
half day
£300

GLP REFRESHER

Provides an update in what is happening in the
GLP world in the previous 12 months such as new
guidance or position papers and the implications
and impact on facilities.

29th April 2020
half day
£300

MULTI-SITE STUDIES This course will provide participants
30th April 2020
comprehensive understanding of the requirements half day
and roles and responsibilities for being involved in £300
multi-site studies being conducted in compliance
with Good Laboratory Practice (GLP).
DATA INTEGRITY

Course is designed to provide guidance on how
7th May 2020
Tower
Mains
Training
–
Learn
from
data should be controlled and managed from
halfthe
dayExperts
initial generation and recording, through
£300
processing, use, retention, archiving and retrieval.

Prices exclude VAT and accommodation
See next page for our Clinical Research Masterclasses
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Clinical Research
Masterclases
The Clinical Research Masterclasses are aimed at
clinical research professionals who need to refine
and develop their professional skills.

Course Title

Summary

Course Information

DATA INTEGRITY AND
DATA PROTECTION IN
CLINICAL TRIALS

Data must be credible and reliable to have
any value. Use of personal confidential
information requires special consideration.
Both these are discussed in this course.

11th May 2020
1 day
£500

PEOPLE MANAGEMENT Why do we need people skills? PPA conduct 12th May 2020
and analysis, how to identify the DISC types 1 day
IN CLINICAL TRIALS
and how to manage them effectively in order £500
to achieve what you need.
RISK MANAGEMENT IN This course aims to create a practical,
13th May 2020
process driven, risk management system that 1 day
CLINICAL TRIALS
can be adapted to fit any requirement.
£500
ENSURE YOUR TRIAL
MASTER FILE (TMF) IS
INSPECTION READY

What does the TMF comprise of?
Paper, electronic and hybrid TMF. What to
expect during the inspection? Regulations
and best practices

14th May 2020
half day
£300

MONITORING AND
MONITORING
OVERSIGHT

What is Monitoring? Role of Monitors and
oversight. Frequent Audit findings

15th May 2020
half day
£300

Prices exclude VAT and accommodation
See next page for our Quality Management Courses
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Quality Management
Quality Management courses aim to provide an
understanding of how to develop, manage and audit Research
Quality Management Systems.

Course Title

Summary

Course Information

MANAGING A QUALITY
ASSURANCE
PROGRAMME

This course will give participants an
20th May 2020
understanding and the tools to identify
1 day
critical aspects of the quality system to be £500
audited through the use of risk evaluations. In addition will cover aspects of the
audit process including assessing audit
effectiveness, the audit team, audit follow
up and correction and corrective action.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT This course will give participants an
21st May 2020
understanding of the key elements of a
1 day
FOR NON-REGULATED
quality system and how to develop, deliver £500
RESEARCH
and maintain a quality system within a
working research facility.
AUDITING RESEARCH
QUALITY SYSTEMS

The course is aimed at those who are
27th and 28th May 2020
currently working in or wish to consider
2 days
moving to Research Quality Assurance. It is £800
applicable to anyone who is involved in audit or inspection either within a regulated
system such as GLP or GCP or in
‘non-regulated’ research
and Training – Learn from the Experts
Tower Mains
development.
The programme for the remainder of 2019 will be released
Prices exclude VAT and accommodation
shortly so look out for further information.

Want to get in touch?

We can also offer any of our courses in your premises at a
and location
suit your–needs.
MainstoTraining
Learn from the Experts
training@towermains.com timeTower

+44 (0) 131 450 7017

